Water-mediated potassium acetate intercalation in kaolinite as revealed by molecular simulation.
Molecular simulations are suitable tools to study the adsorption and intercalation of molecules in clays. In this work, a recently proposed thermodynamically consistent force field for inorganic compounds (INTERFACE, Heinz H, Lin TJ, Mishra RK, Emami FS (2013) Langmuir 29:1754-1765), which enables accurate simulations of inorganic-organic interfaces, was tested for a two-sheet type clay mineral. All-atom NpT molecular dynamics simulations were used to describe the characteristics (basal spacing, loading, molecular orientation) of some intercalate complexes of kaolinite with potassium acetate and the results were compared with the available experimental data. The most probable structural configurations of the kaolinite/potassium acetate intercalate complexes were determined from the simulations. Our examinations confirmed some supposed (single- or double-layered) arrangements of guest molecules. The need of interlayer water in the intercalate complex, which can be produced by the basic synthesis procedure in air atmosphere, was verified.